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SHARED SPACES
5,750 SF - PROGRAM SPACE
4,960 SF - SUPPORT

RESIDENCE HALL
1,000 SF - LOWER LEVEL LOBBY
18,200 GSF - RESIDENTIAL UNITS (2-7)

109,200 GSF TOTAL RESIDENTIAL (2-7)
18,200 GSF GROUND FLOOR (1)

354 BEDS (INCLUDES RA BED)
332 (TYPE A)
22 (TYPE B)

295 SF/BED

2
TYPE A UNITS - 52 STUDENT BEDS (13 UNITS)
RA UNIT - 2 BEDS (1 UNIT)
FACULTY UNIT (1 UNIT)

3 - 7
TYPE A UNITS - 56 STUDENT BEDS (14 UNITS)
TYPE B UNIT - 2 STUDENT BEDS (1 UNIT)
RA UNIT - 2 BEDS (1 UNIT)

lobby / circulation
shared spaces - residence hall
support
unit type a
unit type b

7.5 15 30 60 120
CURTAIN WALL WITH SCREEN
BUFF PRECAST
CEMENTITIOUS OR MASONRY PANELS
FIELDSTONE OR MASONRY BASE
BUILDING ENTRANCE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
North Hall – Existing View From Wesley Seminary